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Lockdowns
continue container
congestion
Supply chains in the midst of lockdowns
in India and the Philippines are still grappling with the effects of
coronavirus
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into lockdown in mid-March and on 7 April
the quarantine was extended until 30 April.
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Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust, Mundra,
Pipavav

and

Hazira were evacuating

containers from all the terminals to nearby
container freight stations (CFS) in an
attempt to reduce congestion. However,
even the CFS are nearing capacity.
“With only a fraction of imports being

Furthermore, appropriate penalties shall be
imposed by the Philippines Port Authority
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As part of the new policires, priority
processing has been given to arriving
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In an update released on 6 April Hapag-

All refrigerated containers must be pulled

Lloyd said the reefer yard in Manila is

out within seven days, except chilled
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suggested reefer imports to Manila divert
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evacuation from terminals will come to a
halt,” CFSAI said in a trade advisory on 2
April.

as abandoned goods.
To address the congestion, the Philippines’
Inter-Agency Task Force
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disruption since the country entered a 21day lockdown on 24 March.
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